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Technologies

Abstract
As we are moving from modern to advance digital era, the very need of improving
technologies into an extent is in great demand. At present, the biggest problems
worldwide are Health issues, which under forcing people into several drastic changes
such as variation defects in their genomes and many other. The lack of plasticity of
the medical profession and health care system in the face of new technology and
information is about to be challenged by Digital pills, Therapeutics and Devices. A
vision where each and every human get accessible to fulfill their health requirements
easily, none feels deprived; people have a sense of medicine utilization, the youth
sense of pride and not to abuse drugs that leads to healthy India which is possible
only through Pharmacy Digitalism. Indeed these devices have exceptional promise
for challenging the future of medicine not only because of their ability to produce
detailed individual biological and physiological data but are also able to track their
past e-health records in real time at anywhere, anytime. As a result, digitalization in
health care reduces time between patient and physician, make awareness towards
their health management, provide ease of access towards their symptoms, online
consultation, pharmacology/pharmacokinetics of medicine such as side-effect,
adverse effect and many more. Ambitious researcher sees a future where a digital
regimen could replace a pill entirely. However, the idea is that a virtual coach in
combination with other service could help a patient to change their behavior to
become healthier or less anxious.
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Earlier in 275B.C. the ancient Egyptians thought to have performed surgery and then
Romans developed medicinal tools. As Innovation and Medicine go together form
Ancient to modern era health care has been transformed by waves of discovery that
have brought marvels like (IoMT) Internet of Medical Things & Health
INFORMATION Technologies (HIT).
But as we are evolving from Modern to Advance Era the Innovation and Invention
are at a breakneck pace. As a result, digitalization in health care will bring
involvement of patients towards their health management, make ease to access the
behavior of medicine and provide online consultation which results in reducing time
and cost.
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The objective is that a virtual coach in combination with other services could
help patient to change their behavior to become healthier or less anxious.
A vision where each & every human get accessible to fulfill their health
requirement easily.
A vision where people have sense of medicine utilization and the youth sense of
pride & not to abuse drugs.
A more ambitious set of startups sees a future where a digital regimen could
replace a pill entirely.
Digital Innovations have the power to address some of the fastest growing health
issues that the world faces today. The impact of such Œ
point of care•diagnostics will
be as big as that of mobile phones, extending the reach of medicine to places that
are underserved or unserved today

A vision where each and every human get accessible to fulfill
their health requirements easily, none feels deprived; people have
a sense of medicine utilization, the youth sense of pride and not
to abuse drugs that leads to healthy India which is possible only
through Pharmacy Digitalism.
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